
Cyberneid is a startup born in Naples Italy, in 2019.

Our mission is to provide customers with innovative and business-enabling 
solutions in the field of electronic identity and artificial intelligence.
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Elettronic Identity

Electronic signature with Italian identity card

Digital SIgnature Strong Authentication

Digital Signature one click ahead

®

Know Your Customer
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the identity of the user is certified by his electronic identity document by scanning it 
with NFC

the contract is signe by advanced electronic signature compliane with UE 
regulation eIDAS

by face recognition the app verifies the identity of the user in real time 
enpowered by an anti-spoofing liveness detection system

the contract is stored as a signed pdf, immediately available to all subscribers

electronic identity 
document

Face recognition
of the card holder

advanced electronic 
signature

+ + =
signed contract

+
signed pdf document

digital Signature one click ahead

®



• identikyc allows companies to verify in a certain, secure and privacy-friendly way the identity
of citizens through an electronic identity document such as an identity card or passport

• identikyc uses:

- the NFC sensor of the phone to read the data in the chip of the electronic document;

- facial recognition to identify the citizen

- an anti-spoofing liveness detection mechanism to detect attacks to the system

• identikyc is suitable for any Know You Customer, on-boarding and check-in procedure from
mobile devices and in any case where a certain identification of the citizen is required.
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electronic identity 
document

Face recognition
of the cardholder

+ =
Know your customer

On-boarding
Check-in

Know Your Customer
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Advanced electronic signature

by electronic identity card

PDF PAdES signature

P7M CAdES signature

XML XAdES signature

timestamp

hansdwritten signature on pdf

SDK for third party
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intelligenzaartificiale

Talking Smart Mirror

Analytics for shop windows

Max Mirror

Shop Window Analytics

Analytics indoor shops

In-Shop Analytics

Indoor/Outdoor Analytics and Social Distancing

Crowd Analytics

Advanced Virtual Assistant
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Advanced Virtual Assistant

an intelligent virtual assistant 

May be trained on specific 
domans

Integrated with whatsapp and 
telegram

Integrated with facebook 
messenger
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Talking Smart Mirror

Max Mirror

A talking smart mirror for the home 
environment that recognizes you and 
answer vocally to your questions in 
natural language.
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20%Licensee fee

70%Customizations

10%Transaction fees

Main Customer
Italy:
- Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato (IPZS)
- Namirial
- Università Campus Biomedico
- Enega

Azerbaijan:
- Processing Data Center
- Azercell
- Bakcell



09 Team
Ugo Chirico, CEO, CTO e Project Manager Daniele Chirico, Graphic Designer e Developer 

Mario Amura, Responsabile Marketing Giovanni Bruno, Tech Leader

Luigi Nardullo, CFO 

Salvatore Cuomo, ConsulenteScentifico R&S

Valerio Colamatteo, AI Developer

Federica Chirico, Social Media Manager



cyberneid.com

Contatti:
Ugo Chirico
ugo.chirico@cyberneid.com


